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So many galleys, so little time. Here’s hoping that this
guide will help you navigate the show floor at ALA Midwinter
and find the authors and titles you want. Subheads and
descriptions should help clarify a whole new batch of books
appearing as the convention season starts up. Most publishers don’t
have scheduled giveaways, but many of the titles featured during
the United for Libraries (UFL) Spotlight on Adult Literature,
Saturday, 1/21, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m., will be available solely
or primarily at that time. So plan accordingly. Many thanks to
Sourcebooks, Booth 2138, for sponsoring this guide.

1726 Simon & Schuster
Top picks: Lisa See’s The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane, set among China’s Akha
people in the rapidly developing region where Pu’er tea is grown and featuring a woman
meeting the California-raised daughter she gave up for adoption; and Vaddey Ratner’s
Music of the Ghosts, a follow-up to her celebrated In the Shadow of the Banyan, with
Cambodian American Teera returning to her homeland after she receives a letter from a
stranger claiming to have known her father.
Debut novels: Christina Kovac’s The Cutaway, whose heroine, a TV news producer
like her creator, plumbs the disappearance of a gorgeous Georgetown lawyer; Kathleen
i B
Burhman’s
h
’
Barber’s Are You Sleeping, about a hugely popular podcast that reopens the long-ago murder off JJosie
father, which she’s kept secret; Crystal King’s Feast of Sorrow, a story of scandal-ridden ancient Rome cued by
the creation the world’s oldest cookbook; Melodie Winawer’s The Scribe of Siena, with neurosurgeon Beatrice
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Trovato unexpectedly time-traveling to medieval Siena after she discovers evidence of
plans at the time to destroy the city; and, from authors known for their story collections,
Zoey L. Peterson’s Next Year, for Sure, a first novel with Kathryn unwisely giving
longtime lover Chris the go-ahead to have a fling; and Susan Perabo’s The Fall of Lisa
Bellow, about a middle-school girl struggling to cope after witnessing the abduction of
another student.
Novel relationships: Lisa Jewell’s I Found You, three twined storylines about a man
with amnesia stranded on a beach, a woman told by police that her presumed husband
doesn’t exist, and siblings whose seaside holiday is upended; Amy Hatvany’s It Happens
All the Time, about the consequences when Amber impulsively kisses her buddy Tyler,
who’s always longed for her; Amy E. Reichert’s The Simplicity of Cider, whose ciderki h
i gets
t h
l from a new man in town who, with his young son, has left a capricious wife; Sandra
making
heroine
help
Byrd’s Victorian England–set A Lady in Disguise, with Miss Gillian Young working as a costume designer while
investigating her father’s murder and falling for Viscount Thomas Lockwood;YA-to-adult author Megan Miranda’s
The Perfect Stranger, which has Leah Stevens totaling her career, then dashing to the countryside with a friend
who suddenly vanishes (at least the policeman investigating is handsome); and Laura McBride’s Round Midnight,
the story of four women over six decades at one ritzy casino nightclub in Las Vegas.
Novel adventures: Glenn Meade’s Unquiet Ghosts, whose heroine discovers that her husband, an Iraq War
veteran, might not have died in a wilderness plane crash with their children; and two-time Hugo Award winner
Kameron Hurley’s The Stars Are Legion, set during a longstanding galactic war, with one leader horrifying her
holdout daughter when she tries to secure peace by offering another daughter in marriage to a rival.
Key history: Erica Armstrong Dunbar’s Never Caught: The Story of Ona Judge, the Washingtons’ Runaway Slave,
showing how 22-year-old slave Ona Judge risked everything to escape to New England—and freedom—when
her owner, newly elected president George Washington, brought her to Philadelphia.
Signing: Saturday, 1/21, at 2:00 p.m., Thomas Mullen, Darktown, a 1948-set thriller featuring the first African
American officers in the Atlanta Police Department, who must reach across the department’s color divide to
investigate a black woman’s murder. A big 2016 BEA/ALA buzz book.
Spotlight giveaway: Saturday, 1/21, at 3:00 p.m., Amy Reichert’s The Simplicity of Cider, with apples and cider,
too.
Book Buzz: Sunday, 1/22, at 11:30 a.m., Book Buzz Theater.

1804 Hachette
Spotlight giveaways: Saturday, 1/21, 2:00–4:00 p.m., Brian Van Reet’s Spoils, a debut
novel from the next in today’s long line of soldier writers, set in 2003 Baghdad and
showing how war compromises one’s ideals (200 galleys); and Lizzie Velasquez’s Dare
To Be Kind: How Extraordinary Compassion Can Transform Our World, written with
Catherine Avril Morris, which has YouTube and TED talk star Velasquez encouraging us
to cultivate empathy and kindness (50 galleys).
Top literary fiction picks: Joshua Ferris’s The Dinner Party: Stories, the National Book
Award finalist’s first story collection (50 galleys); Jane Hamilton’s The Excellent Lombards,
l orchard
h d (50 galleys);
ll )
with teenage Mary Frances “Frankie” Lombard worrying about the fate of her family’s apple
Val Emmich’s The Reminders, the singer-songwriter-actor’s debut, with a bereaved man seeking details about his
deceased love from a ten-year-old with a photographic memory (50 galleys); Daniel Riley’s Fly Me, a 1972-set
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debut featuring Vassar grad Suzy Whitman working as a stewardess and getting caught up in a drug-trafficking
scheme (50 galleys); and Jaroslav Kalfar’s Spaceman of Bohemia, a mind bender starring Czech scientist–
turned–bigtime astronaut Jakub Procházka, who seeks to atone for his father’s Communist past by undertaking a
dangerous solo mission to Venus (25 galleys).
Top pop fiction picks: Kathleen Kent’s The Dime, featuring tough Brooklyn police detective Betty Rhyzyk,
who’s just landed in sun-bleached Dallas (75 galleys); Jamie Brenner’s The Forever Summer, about a heroine who
loses everything after a big trip-up at work but discovers that she has a half-sister, among other startling family
secrets (75 galleys); Antonia Honeywell’s The Ship, with Lalla’s dad determined to escape a ruined world on a ship
that can carry only 500 (75 galleys); Matthew Quirk’s Dead Man Switch, with special operations genius John Hayes
returning to the field when members of America’s most select kill/capture team start dying (50 galleys); Denise
Mina’s The Long Drop, a stand-alone psychological thriller set in 1950s Glasgow, where a man must discover who
murdered his family (50 galleys); William Shaw’s The Birdwatcher, featuring a brilliant detective on the Kentish
coast who may have killed a man in his Northern Ireland youth (50 galleys); Kimberla Lawson Roby’s Copycat,
with Traci mimicking friend Simone to the point of dangerous obsession (50 galleys); Jordanna Max Brodsky’s
Winter of the Gods, following The Immortals, modern-day Artemis dealing with conspiracy against the gods and
the dangers of falling in love (50 galleys); and M.R. Carey’s The Boy on the Bridge, from the author of the wordof-mouth best seller The Girl with All the Gifts, sending the town’s cleverest boy to deal with the monsters beyond
the gates (25 galleys).
Top nonfiction picks: Lyanda Lynn Haupt’s Mozart’s Starling, a study of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s
relationship with a starling that reportedly inspired a theme from the Piano Concerto Number 17 in G
(50 galleys); Cheech Marin’s Cheech Is Not My Real Name: ...But Don’t Call Me Chong, a memoir from the
countercultural comedian and collector of Chicano art (50 galleys); and Ron Powers’s No One Cares About Crazy
People: The Chaos and Heartbreak of Mental Health in America, a social history of mental illness with personal
asides, from the Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and New York Times best-selling author (25 galleys).
Signing: Saturday, 1/21, at 11:00 a.m., K.J. Howe, The Freedom Broker, from the executive director of ThrillerFest,
the launch of a series starring kidnap-and-rescue negotiator Thea Paris, who came to her career after being
traumatized by her brother’s kidnapping when they were children (200 galleys).
Book Buzz: Sunday, 1/22, at 1:30 p.m., Book Buzz Theater.

1818 Macmillan
Spotlight giveaways: Saturday, 1/21, 2:00–4:00 p.m., Victor Lodato’s Edgar and Lucy,
the long-awaited follow-up to the PEN USA Award winner Mathilda Savitch, featuring
a boy more or less kidnapped from his feckless mother after the deaths of his father and
grandmother; Julie Buntin’s Marlena, a high-profile debut whose teenage heroine is saved
from loneliness in her new hometown by risk-taking young sophisticate Marlena; Chevy
Stevens’s Never Let You Go, featuring a woman convinced that her abusive ex-husband,
just out of jail, is stalking her; Gregg Hurwitz’s The Nowhere Man, whose eponymous
protagonist, trained in a shadowy black box orphan program aimed at creating assassins,
is himself targeted by the head of the program; Laurie Frankel’s This Is How It Always Is, a big-news novel about
a little boy who wants to be a girl and the parents who support him; and Sally Hepworth’s The Mother’s Promise,
offering the story of single mother Alice, diagnosed with a fatal disease, who is determined to find a backup
family for her teenage daughter.
More hot fiction: Cory Doctorow’s Walkaway, the multi-award-winning cyber-visionary’s return to adult
fiction after eight years, set in a futuristic dystopia where life’s necessities can be printed out via computer but
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the world is despoiled and dangerous; Kathleen Rooney’s Lillian Boxfish Takes a Walk, in
which 85-year-old Lillian walks through Manhattan on New Year’s Eve, 1984, offering
a slowly unfolding view of the city and her own long life; Viola Shipman’s The Hope
Chest, featuring ALS-afflicted Mattie and longtime husband Don, who rediscover hope
with Mattie’s new caretaker and her young daughter; Susan Wilson’s Two Good Dogs,
about a troubled teenager helped by the rescued pit bull (then a second—see the title)
of the inaugural guest at the Berkshires bed-and-breakfast her mother has bought; and
Ann Cleeves’s The Crow Trap: A Vera Stanhope Mystery, wherein DI Vera Stanhope
investigates a murder that rips through a group of women conducting an environmental
survey.
Debut thrills: JoAnn Chaney’s What You Don’t Know, with serial killer Jacky Seever in
jail yet the three people intimately involved with his case—the detective, the reporter,
and his reputedly unsuspecting wife—completely undermined in their life and work; Nicolás Obregón’s Blue
Light Yokohama, starring Tokyo Police Inspector Iwata, reinstated after scandal and stuck with a hard-to-figure
case involving a slaughtered family and the symbol of a large black sun; Mandy Morton’s No. 2 Feline Detective
Agency: A Hettie Bagshot Mystery, a kitty cozy whose whiskered protagonist investigates body snatching at a
home for older cats; and Ruthanna Emrys’s Winter Tide, the politically/historically sharp launch of an sf series
about the sea people of Innsmouth, interred by the U.S. government in a desert prison, with practically lone
survivor Aphra asked by the FBI to track down Communist spies who reputedly stole magic secrets that could
make the Cold War suddenly boil over.
ALC giveaway: The full audio program on CD of Sarah Pinborough’s Behind Her Eyes, a much-touted chiller about
perfect couple David and his lovely wife, Adele, though David’s new secretary thinks that something is creepily off.
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Signing: Friday, 1/20, at 5:30 p.m., Donna Seaman, Identity Unknown: Rediscovering Seven American Women
Artists, with Booklist’s adult books editor excavating the careers of seven richly inventive American women artists,
showing that women can indeed paint and sculpt.
Signing: Saturday, 1/21, at 9:30 a.m., Loretta Ellsworth, Stars over Clear Lake, with a young woman dancing to a
big-band beat and falling wrongly in love at the Surf Ballroom in the 1940s, then returning years later to face her
secrets; the award-winning YA author’s leap into the adult arena.

1844 Consortium
Hot giveaways: Gina Sorell’s Mothers and Other Strangers (Prospect Park), whose
heroine travels to her family’s South African homestead after the death of her beautiful
but caustic mother, who left her a mysterious message that needs untangling; and Norman
Lock’s A Fugitive in Walden Woods (Bellevue Literary), a follow-up to the three previous
books in Lock’s distinctive “American Novels” series (The Boy in His Winter, American
Meteor, and The Port-Wine Stain), with Henry David Thoreau in a principled quandary
when an escaped slave arrives in Walden Woods.

1903 Penguin Random House
Literary fiction favorites: Elizabeth Strout’s Anything Is Possible, expanding on
the characters in the No. 1 LibraryReads pick My Name Is Lucy Barton; Nina George’s
The Little French Bistro, with beautiful Brittainy giving a desperate woman a reason to
live; Mohsin Hamid’s Exit West, about a passionate young Middle East couple fleeing
to the West as their city tumbles toward civil war; Anita Shreve’s The Stars Are Fire,
with a family negotiating the late 1940s fires that proved the largest in Maine’s history;
Meg Howrey’s The Wanderers, featuring three astronauts eager to prove themselves
capable of undertaking the first-ever mission to Mars; J. Courtney Sullivan’s Saints for
All Occasions, about two Irish sisters, responsible Nora and wild-hare Theresa, who
come to America; Maile Meloy’s Do Not Become Alarmed, about a vacation cruise turned nightmare when the
children of two families disappear; Peter Heller’s Celine, featuring an elegant private eye tracking down a vanished
photographer who maybe didn’t succumb to a grizzly attack at Yellowstone; and Julia Glass’s A House Among the
Trees, from the National Book Award winner, the story of the loyal assistant to a famed children’s author shocked
when he leaves her his house.
Pop fiction favorites: Elizabeth Kostova’s The Shadow Land, featuring a young American woman in Bulgaria
who inadvertently ends up with an ash-filled urn and by tracking down the family uncovers a dark moment in
Bulgarian history; Alan Drew’s Shadow Man, following up a literary Discover debut with a thriller set in 1986
Southern California;YA author Amy Engel’s adult debut, The Roanoke Girls, about 15-year-old Lane, sent to
indifferent grandparents and bonding with spiky cousin Allegra, who goes missing years later; Lisa Wingate’s
Before We Were Yours, about the long-term consequences when siblings in 1939 Memphis are kidnapped for
sale, tragically based on a real-life scandal; Karen Dionne’s The Marsh King’s Daughter, whose heroine was raised in
Michigan’s marshlands by an abusive father who had kidnapped her teenage mother and has now escaped from
prison; Cindy Woodsmall’s Gathering the Threads, the third and final novel in the “Amish of Summer Grove”
series, with two very different young women making crucial life decisions; and Kathy Hepinstall’s The Book of
Polly, about ten-year-old Willow’s efforts to dig up the past of her steel magnolia mama, who does not fit into
their conventional Texas town (catch the author at the UFL Gala Tea).
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Hot debuts: Melissa Scrivner Love’s Lola, whose eponymous heroine, ostensibly the dutiful girlfriend of gang
leader Garcia, is actually the knife-sharp, tough-as-bullets brains behind the entire operation; Omar El Akkad’s
American War, about six-year-old Sarat Chestnut, who is herded into a displaced persons camp with her family
when a second American civil war breaks out and is soon in training as a weapon of war; Vic James’s Gilded Cage,
an award-winning Wattpad sensation billed as a darkly fantastical Downton Abbey, with the lower classes forced to
serve the magically gifted upper-class rulers; Gail Honeyman’s Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine, short-listed for
the Lucy Cavendish Fiction Prize, about a socially maladroit young woman who bonds with the bumbly, stumbly,
but bighearted office IT guy; and Jennifer Ryan’s The Chilbury Ladies’ Choir, the story, told through letters and
journals, of an all-female choir in a Kentish village during World War II.
Cool nonfiction: W. Kamau Bell’s The Awkward Thoughts of W. Kamau Bell: Tales of a 6' 4", African American,
Heterosexual, Cisgender, Left-Leaning, Asthmatic, Black and Proud Blerd, Mama’s Boy, Dad, and Stand-Up
Comedian, with celebrated comedian and Midwinter keynote speaker Bell using his own life to discuss issues from
race relations to fatherhood; and David Grann’s Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of
the FBI, about a 1920s conspiracy to kill members of Oklahoma’s Osage Indian nation after the discovery of oil
beneath their land makes them the world’s richest people per capita.
Signings: Saturday, 1/21, at 11:30 a.m., Cindy Woodsmall, Gathering the Threads; at 2:30 p.m., Omar El Akkad,
American War, and Fiona Barton, The Child, about a journalist’s quest to uncover the story of a baby whose
skeleton is uncovered during demolition in contemporary London; and at 3:00 p.m., Karen Dionne, The Marsh
King’s Daughter.
Book Buzz: Sunday, 1/22, at 11:30 a.m., GWCC B204.

1904 Books on Tape
Spotlight giveaway: Saturday, 1/21, 2:00–4:00 p.m., your chance to sign up for the BOT newsletter and receive
a free audiobook, automatically entering you to win a collection of best-selling audiobooks for your library.

1930 Soho
Soho literary: Debut novelist Hannah Lillith Assadi’s Sonora, whose teenage heroine,
of Palestinian and Israeli origin, counters an increasing sense of alienation by fleeing her
Arizona desert home for New York with a likeminded friend (50 galleys); Nepalese-born
Samrat Upadhyay’s Mad Country, a short story collection from a Whiting Award winner
(50 galleys); and award-winning Japanese author Fuminori Nakamura’s The Boy in the
Earth, literary noir about a nameless Tokyo taxi driver entertaining dark fantasies that
morph into scary blackouts as he works the night shift (30 galleys).
Soho crime: Poet and award-winning playwright Stephen Mack Jones’s August Snow,
i ddebut
b whose
h
h
a fiction
half-African American, half-Mexican protagonist, a former Detroit police officer now rich
owing to a wrongful dismissal settlement, investigates the supposed suicide of a client he had just turned down
(75 galleys); David Downing’s Lenin’s Roller Coaster, which sends British spy Jack McColl on a sabotage mission to
counter German influence in central Asia even as his beloved Caitlin Hanley, an Irish American journalist, covers
Russia’s 1917 revolution (50 galleys); Henry Chang’s Lucky, with Det. Jack Yu seeking to help boyhood friend
Lucky Louie, a gang leader going up against the Chinatown criminal underground in New York City (50 galleys);
Jassy Mackenzie’s Bad Seeds, with South African private investigator Jade de Jong seeking to avert nuclear
disaster (50 galleys); Karo Hamalainen’s Cruel Is the Night, a prize-winning Finnish author’s English-language
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debut featuring four Finnish friends, only one of whom survives an ethically fraught dinner meeting in London
(50 galleys); and CWA award winner Timothy Williams’s The Second Day of the Renaissance, which finds retired
commissario Piero Trotti targeted by a hit man (50 galleys).
Signing: Sunday, 1/22, at 11:00 a.m., SJ Sindu, Marriage of a Thousand Lies, a debut novel with freelance artist
Lakshmi and husband Krishna, both secretly gay, fooling their conservative Sri Lankan–American families with
a bold heterosexual front even as Lakshmi finds herself drawn to a childhood best friend and first lover about to
enter an arranged marriage (175 galleys).

1932 Other Press
Worldwide fiction: Swedish author Malin Persson Giolito’s Quicksand, an Englishlanguage debut, with 18-year-old Maja Norberg on trial for her hard-to-pinpoint role
in a massacre at her Stockholm prep school (100 galleys); Prix Femina award winner
Camille Laurens’s Who You Think I Am, the portrait of 48-year-old Claire, who crafts a
fake social media profile so that she can track arm’s-length lover Jo (30 galleys); Charles
Elton’s The Songs, the Mr.Toppit author’s portrait of the tempestuous relationship
between a superannuated political activist/protest singer and his various children (30
galleys); Minae Mizumura’s Inheritance from Mother, winner of the 2013 Osaragi Jiro
Prize, with a middle-aged Japanese woman contending with a faithless husband and an
especially demanding mother (25 galleys); longtime Swedish critic and cultural editor Agneta Pleijel’s A Fortune
Foretold, the story of young Neta’s surviving her parents’ difficult marriage (25 galleys); and Strega Prize winner
Edoardo Nesi’s Infinite Summer (25), a saga set in economically booming 1970s Italy about three men dreaming of
building a textile factory.
Worldwide nonfiction: Orwell Prize winner Gideon Rachman’s Easternization: Asia’s Rise and America’s
Decline from Obama to Trump and Beyond, arguing that the wealth and power flooding from West to East presages
global instability (40 galleys); Rachel Aspden’s Generation Revolution: On the Front Line Between Tradition and
Change in the Middle East, the stories of four young Egyptians clarifying the causes and consequence of the
Arab Spring, from a journalist who was there (30 galleys); and George Prochnik’s Stranger in a Strange Land:
Searching for Gershom Scholem and Jerusalem, with the author reintroducing Scholem to American audiences
and recounting his own time in the Holy Land while assessing Jerusalem as a physical rather than metaphysical
entity (25 galleys).

1938 Perseus Books Group
Good ideas: Eugenia Cheng’s Beyond Infinity: An Expedition to the Outer Limits of
Mathematics, the protean pi baker’s exploration of the hard-to-imagine world of the
infinitely large and the infinitely small; Richard Florida’s The New Urban Crisis: How Our
Cities Are Increasing Inequality, Deepening Segregation, and Failing the Middle Class—
and What We Can Do About It, which shows how the very factors drawing folks back to
cities can also create problems; and Jill Filipovic’s The H Spot: The Feminist Pursuit of
Happiness, an award-winning journalist’s answer to what women want, which is not the
same as having it all.
appiiness S
Success,
uccess
Personal stories: Melissa Francis’s Lessons from the Prairie: The Surprising Secrets to Happiness,
and (Sometimes Just) Survival I Learned on America’s Favorite Show, Francis’s story of playing Cassandra Cooper
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Ingalls on the madly loved television show Little House on the Prairie; John Aldridge & Anthony Sosinski’s A Speck
in the Sea: A Story of Survival and Rescue, an account of Aldridge’s being swept overboard one July night while
fishing partner Sosinski slept below deck and the frantic search to find him; Jess Kimball Leslie’s I Love My
Computer Because My Friends Live in It: Stories from an Online Life, a tech analyst’s celebration of technology,
which helped her find her tribe and herself; and the one novel on offer, Rachel Bateman’s Someone Else’s
Summer, how Anna, shattered by older sister Storm’s death on the night of her high school graduation, follows
Storm’s summer to-do list and makes her own important discoveries.
Travel: Geraldine Deruiter’s All over the Place: Adventures in Travel, True Love, and Petty Theft, the
Everywhereist blogger’s account of traveling to places she loved, with someone she loved; Rick Steves’s Rick
Steves’s Best of Europe, masterly travel guidance from a masterly travel guide; and Elizabeth Linhart Veneman’s
Moon California: Including Las Vegas, tips from a native.
Signing: Sunday, 1/22, at 2:30 p.m., Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, Rest: Why You Get More Done When You Work Less,
a Silicon Valley strategist’s argument that working well does not mean working more but trimming hours and
balancing work with what he calls “deliberate rest.” Everyone’s dream.
Book Buzz: Sunday, 1/22, at 1:30 p.m., Book Buzz Theater.

1952B Grove Atlantic
Top pick: Viet Thanh Nguyen’s The Refugees, a story collection from the Pulitzer Prize
and Carnegie Medal winner covering refugees’ dreams and their difficult adjustments
and already claiming four-out-of-four prepublication review stars (65 galleys).
More hot fiction: Donna Leon’s Earthly Remains, next in the mystery series featuring
Venetian Commissario Guido Brunetti, taking a break at an island villa in the Laguna
when he’s caught up in the disappearance of the villa’s caretaker (75 galleys); Paula
Daly’s The Trophy Child, about tragedy striking a family run by a high-expectations,
low-perception mom (70 galleys); David Vann’s Bright Air Black, a recounting of the
myth of Medea, not in modern dress (56 galleys); Bethany Ball’s What To Do About the Solomons, a laughtergenerating family saga stretching from Israel to New York to Los Angeles (52 galleys); and Michael Tolkin’s NK3,
set in a futuristic California laid waste by a memory-obliterating virus called NK3, literary sf from the Hollywood
writer/director who gave us The Player (50 galleys).
And one hot memoir: Keggie Carew’s Dadland, short-listed for the Costa Prize and written by a daughter
rushing to learn her father’s history (which includes parachuting behind enemy lines during World War II) before
he’s lost to dementia (90 galleys).
Signings: Saturday, 1/21, at 2:00 p.m., Emily Fridlund, History of Wolves, a multi-starred January debut about a
young outsider whose babysitting charge may be in danger from his own family (100 books); and at 3:00 p.m.,
Sarah Schmidt, See What I Have Done, on the 125th anniversary of the notorious Lizzie Borden murders, a
retelling that focuses on the chilly, abusive Borden household, with film rights sold and named one of 12 hot
books for 2017 by the Bookseller (100 galleys). Catch Fridlund at the UFL Gala Tea.
Signing: Sunday, 1/22, at 2 p.m., Charmaine Craig, Miss Burma, Burma from the 1940s to the 1960s, drawing
partly on the story of Craig’s mother, who really was a Miss Burma (and a political activist) (100 galleys).
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2012 Harlequin
Big names: Mary Kubica’s Every Last Lie, with Clara Solberg mourning the loss of her
husband in a car crash she realizes might not have been an accident; Robyn Carr’s Any
Day Now, second in the “Sullivan’s Crossing” series, with free-spirited and newly sober
Sierra Jones returning home to build a new life; Heather Gudenkauf’s Not a Sound, with
nurse Amelia Winn rendered deaf by an accident, losing everything, pulling through
with the help of hearing dog Stitch, then stumbling over a dead body; Karen Robards’s
The Ultimatum, with Bianca Saint-Yves in the business of conning money from big-time
swindlers and returning it to their victims; Kristan Higgins’s On Second Thought, with
Ainsley O’Leary, whose ex is blogging about their breakup, helping both herself and her
newly widowed sister find love again; and Linda Goodnight’s The Innkeeper’s Sister, with hard-drinking Valery
Carter pulling herself together for Grayson Blake, whose plans to convert a historic Tennessee gristmill into a
restaurant are waylaid by the discovery of a skeleton in the foundations.
Rising Stars: Karma Brown’s In This Moment, with Meg feeling responsible for a terrible accident that felled a
friend of her daughter and tending to the victim’s family more than her own; Phaedra Patrick’s Rise and Shine,
Benedict Stone, with gutsy teenage Gemma saving the marriage and jewelry story of her uncle Benedict; and
Brynn Kelly’s Edge of Truth, with journalist Tess Newell, held hostage by the terrorist group she’s investigating,
teaming up in more ways than one with charming fellow prisoner Flynn of the French Foreign Legion.
Debuts: Benjamin Ludwig’s The Original Ginny Moon, with the eponymous heroine, a gifted, autistic 14-year-old,
finding love and safety in a new home but still desperate to get back to her abusive mother (big buzz, big first
printing); Webby winner Bunmi Laditan’s Confessions of a Domestic Failure, with Ashley Keller signing up for the
“Motherhood Better” boot camp when she feels she can’t keep up with the overachieving moms around her; and
Elizabeth Heathcote’s Undertow, with Carmen finding her marriage increasingly undermined by her husband’s
former mistress, the beautiful, devious Zena, drowned at sea.
Signings: Saturday, 1/21, at 11:00 a.m., Kimberly Belle, The Marriage Lie, about a dead husband’s secrets; at 1:00
p.m., Phaedra Patrick, Rise and Shine, Benedict Stone; and at 2:00 p.m., Benjamin Ludwig, The Original Ginny
Moon, along with Ginny Moon swag and a special promotional box from the brand-new literary imprint Park
Row Books.
Signing: Sunday, 1/22, at 2:15 p.m., Pam Jenoff, The Orphan’s Tale, about a 16-year-old in World War II
Germany who rescues a Jewish infant and joins a traveling circus as cover; Jenoff will also appear at the UFL Gala
Tea.
Book Buzz: Monday, 1/23, at 10:30 a.m., Book Buzz Theater.

2017 HarperCollins
Really big giveaways: Nicholas Reynolds’s Writer, Sailor, Soldier, Spy, a former
CIA officer explaining the extent to which Ernest Hemingway was involved with
both America’s pre-CIA OSS and the Soviet Union’s pre-KGB NKVD (250 galleys);
Greg Iles’s Mississippi Blood, a wrap-up to “Natchez Burning,” featuring small-town
Southern lawyer Penn Cage and some astonishing family secrets (250 galleys); Sarah
Perry’s The Essex Serpent, a new historical from a Costa finalist featuring a woman in
Victorian England fascinated by rumors of a fearsome, human flesh–eating monster in
coastal Essex (200 galleys); Lori Rader-Day’s The Day I Died, with handwriting expert
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Anna Winger convinced that a kidnapper is the victim’s mother, trying to protect her child from abuse (160
galleys); and Anthony Horowitz’s Magpie Murders, with editor Susan Ryeland finding evidence of an actual murder
in the latest manuscript from her cantankerous star crime writer (100 galleys).
Signings: Saturday, 1/21, at 11:00 a.m., Susan Crawford, The Other Widow, about a woman who aims to keep her
extramarital affair secret by walking away from the car wreck that killed her lover; at 12:00 p.m., Zoe Fishman,
Inheriting Edith, about housekeeper and single mother Maggie Sheets inheriting both a Sag Harbor home and
its curmudgeonly resident; at 1:00 p.m., Stephanie Powell Watts, No One Is Coming To Save Us, a debut about
dreams and entanglements in an African American community; and at 2:00 p.m., Christina Kelly, Good Karma, a
debut about secrets and possible new love at a retirement community.
Signings: Sunday, 1/22, at 11:00 a.m., Joshilyn Jackson, The Almost Sisters, a Southern-set novel about (what
else?), family, class, and privilege; and at 1:30 p.m., Karin Slaughter, The Kept Woman, with Will Trent handling a
too-close-for-comfort case.
Signing: Monday, 1/23, at 10:00 a.m., Matthew Quick, The Reason You’re Alive, whose Vietnam vet protagonist
awakens from surgery determined to reconnect with a fellow Native American soldier he wronged; catch Quick
at the UFL Gala Tea.
Book Buzz: Monday, 1/23, 10:30 a.m., Book Buzz Theater.

2030 Norton
Note: There are 50-plus galleys for all the giveaways listed below, plus a limited number
of galleys for Neil Gaiman’s Norse Mythology; ask, and it shall be given you as long as
supplies last.
Top fiction picks: Kevin Canty’s real-life-based The Underworld, about a hard-working
community’s pain when a silver mine in 1970s Idaho is swept by fire, taking many lives;
Tom Bouman’s Fateful Mornings, a follow-up to Dry Bones in the Valley, the award-laden
debut featuring rural Pennsylvania police officer Henry Farrell; Don Lee’s Lonesome Lies
Before Us, a novel about art, love, and failed dreams starring gifted but thwarted altli sending
di T
Twain’s
i ’
country musician Yadin Park; and Robert Coover’s Huck Out West, with the postmodern novelist
celebrated young hero on iconic Wild West adventures. Available throughout but featured as Spotlight giveaways,
Saturday, 2/21, 2:00–4:00 p.m.
Top nonfiction picks: Chris Hayes’s A Colony in a Nation, the Emmy Award–winning news anchor’s vision of
American society split into a rule-of-law nation and an order-obsessed colony; Ada Calhoun’s Wedding Toasts
I’ll Never Give, an experience- and research-based reflection on marriage, spurred by the author’s popular New
York Times essay on the subject; Double Bind: Women on Ambition, edited by Robin Romm, essays by prominent
women on ambition, a dirty word for their gender; Finn Murphy’s The Long Haul: A Trucker’s Tales of Life on the
Road, meditations from a longtime trucker; and David Baron’s American Eclipse: A Nation’s Epic Race To Catch
the Shadow of the Moon and Win the Glory of the World, about a Gilded Age solar eclipse and its consequences
for American science (while supplies last, grab a set of eclipse glasses so that you can watch next summer’s eclipse
safely). Hayes and Calhoun are available throughout but featured as Spotlight giveaways, Saturday, 2/21, 2:00–4:00
p.m.
More great titles: Reed Karaim’s The Winter in Anna, about a young newspaper editor in South Dakota
uncovering the sorrowful secrets of a colleague; Rowan Hisayo Buchanan’s Harmless Like You, about a young
Japanese woman in New York and the son she abandons; Elanor Dymott’s Silver and Salt, about sisters seeking
peace at a Greek villa they inherit but undone by the little girl next door; Kate Southwood’s Evensong, a
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Midwestern widow’s regrets about the chilly distances within her family; Bernard MacLaverty’s Midwinter Break,
the Booker short-listed author’s take on an Irish couple discovering the holes in their marriage while on vacation;
and Rachel Pearson’s No Apparent Distress: A Doctor’s Coming-of-Age on the Front Lines of American Medicine, a
memoir about our health care system, based on an essay that went viral.
Pegasus giveaways: Julie McElwain’s A Twist in Time, time-traveling mystery and the second in a series begun
with the LibraryRead pick A Murder in Time; Damian McNicholl’s The Moment of Truth, olé for this novel about a
female bullfighter; Zoe Sharp’s Fox Hunter, next in the much-nominated series starring ex-special forces soldier
Charlie Fox; Black Feathers: Dark Avian Tales; An Anthology, edited by high-flying horror/fantasy anthologist
Ellen Datlow; Dana Chamblee Carpenter’s The Devil’s Bible, a series second featuring seemingly normal university
professor Emma Lucas, who’s been hiding her connection to a dangerous religious relic for close on a millennium;
Marcus Sedgwick’s Mister Memory, the YA author’s second novel for adults, set in 1899 Paris; Matthew Dennison’s
Over the Hills and Far Away: The Life of Beatrix Potter, from an award-winning biographer; Abir Mukherjee’s A
Rising Man, a 1919 Calcutta–set debut that won the Harvill Secker/Daily Telegraph crime writing competition;
and Alexandra Silber’s After Anatevka: A Novel Inspired by Fiddler on the Roof, from the actress who played Hodel
in the latest Broadway revival.
Tin House giveaways: Claire Fuller’s Swimming Lessons, with Gil finding clues to what happened to his wife,
presumably drowned, by searching for letters she left in his numerous books; Annie Hartnett’s Rabbit Cake, an
Indies Introduce pick about a savant-like little girl learning to cope with her mother’s death; Noley Reid’s We Are
Lovely, about a family’s destructive use of food to cope with tragedy; and Barbara Gowdy’s Little Sister, a daring
novel about a woman who viscerally feels that she’s inhabiting another’s body whenever thunderstorms break.
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2037 Workman
Top giveaways: Donia Bijan’s The Last Days of Café Leila, the award-winning Palo Alto
chef ’s debut, set at a family restaurant in Tehran (250 galleys); James Barron’s The OneCent Magenta: Inside the Quest To Own the Most Valuable Stamp in the World, about a
stamp that cost a penny in 1856 and in 2014 fetched nearly $9.5 million (220 galleys);
Lisa Ko’s The Leavers, about the fate of 11-year-old Deming Guo when his immigrant
Chinese mother vanishes, a PEN/Bellwether Prize winner and an Indies Introduce pick
(200 galleys); Dave Boling’s The Lost History of Stars, about a Dutch Afrikaner family
confined by the British in turn-of-the-century South Africa (150 galleys); Leslie Buck’s
Cutting Back: My Apprenticeship in the Gardens of Kyoto, with lots to learn about life and
knife (150 galleys); and Gary Ferguson’s Land on Fire: The New Reality of Wildfire in the West, why wildfires are
burning more and harder and brighter these days (150 galleys).
Giveaways, help yourself: Kat Odell’s Day Drinking: 50 Cocktails for a Mellow Buzz (125 galleys), great for
summer fun; Jessamyn Stanley’s Every Body Yoga: Let Go of Fear. Get On the Mat. Love Your Body, from the
Instagram star (125 galleys); Daniel Shumski’s Will It Skillet?: 53 Irresistible and Unexpected Recipes To Make
in a Cast-Iron Skillet, a follow-up to Will It Waffle? (75 galleys); Rina Mae Acosta & Michele Hutchison’s The
Happiest Kids in the World: A Stress-Free Approach to Parenting the Dutch Way, from two American expats
married to Dutchmen (30 galleys); and Alice Hart’s Good Veg: Ebullient Vegetables, Global Flavors A Modern
Vegetarian Cookbook, updating veggie cooking (30 galleys).
Signing: Saturday, 1/21, at 10:00 a.m., Kate T. Parker, Strong Is the New Pretty: A Celebration of Girls Being
Themselves, a photo essay from a professional photographer and mother (125 galleys).
Signings: Sunday, 1/22, at 9:00 a.m., Tom McAllister’s The Young Widower’s Handbook, the story of a nerdy
young guy who runs away after his wife’s death, a big buzz book last summer at ALA annual (180 galleys); and at
10:00 a.m., Laura J. Moss, Adventure Cats: Living Nine Lives to the Fullest, your cat out there camping, kayaking,
surfing…(175 galleys).

2138 Sourcebooks
Galley giveaway: Friday, 1/20, at 5:30 p.m., Rin Chupeco’s The Bone Witch, about
young Tea’s ability to raise the dead, which does have consequences. A YA novel with
adult crossover appeal; for a full schedule of the publisher’s YA/children’s titles, see http://
www.sourcebooks.com/spotlight/sourcebooks-at-ala-midwinter-2017.html.
Galley giveaway: Saturday, 1/21, at 12:00 p.m., Leah Weiss’s If the Creek Don’t Rise,
debut fiction set in the North Carolina mountains and featuring Sadie Blue, unhappily
stuck in a 15-day-old marriage to hard-drinking Roy Tupkin and intrigued (like
everyone else) by the stranger who’s just arrived in town (100 galleys).
Galley giveaway: Sunday, 1/22, at 9:00 a.m., Kate Moore, The Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America’s Shining
Women, from a Sunday Times best-selling author, the story of hundreds of young women who worked at America’s
radium-dial factories during World War I, who always glowed with radium dust and eventually fell horribly ill
(200 galleys).
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